We employed an electroencephalography paradigm manipulating predictive context to dissociate the neural dynamics of anticipatory mechanisms. Subjects either detected random targets or targets preceded by a predictive sequence of three distinct stimuli. The last stimulus in the three-stimulus sequence (decisive stimulus) did not require any motor response but 100% predicted a subsequent target event. We showed that predictive context optimises target processing via the deployment of distinct anticipatory mechanisms at different times of the predictive sequence. Prior to the occurrence of the decisive stimulus, enhanced attentional preparation was manifested by reductions in the alpha oscillatory activities over the visual cortices, resulting in facilitation of processing of the decisive stimulus. Conversely, the subsequent 100% predictable target event did not reveal the deployment of attentional preparation in the visual cortices, but elicited enhanced motor preparation mechanisms, indexed by an increased contingent negative variation and reduced mu oscillatory activities over the motor cortices before movement onset. The present results provide evidence that anticipation operates via different attentional and motor preparation mechanisms by selectively pre-activating task-dependent brain areas as the predictability gradually increases.
Introduction
The extraction of informative cues from our surrounding environment allows us to predict and anticipate upcoming events and guide our behavior. Thus, a predictive context can be used to facilitate the selection of an appropriate response via the deployment of several anticipatory ⁄ preparatory mechanisms. Indeed, the anticipation of upcoming predictable events facilitates the processing of the upcoming stimulus, and improves the selection and execution of the behavioral response.
In the attention domain, both scalp electroencephalography (EEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies show that anticipatory attention increases the processing of expected stimuli (for review, see Hillyard et al., 1998) , resulting in facilitated stimulus detection (Posner, 1980; Fogelson et al., 2009 Fogelson et al., , 2010 . These attention effects support the deployment of preparatory processes, i.e. attentional preparation, during stimulus expectancy. Using fMRI, enhanced preparatory activity is found in the visual (Kastner et al., 1999) and auditory (Voisin et al., 2006) areas. This preparatory biasing is also observed from EEG recordings as a decrease in the alpha frequency band (around 10 Hz) in visual areas contra-lateral to the attended stimulus (Worden et al., 2000; Sauseng et al., 2005; Thut et al., 2006; Rihs et al., 2007; Trenner et al., 2008; Kelly et al., 2009) , and as an alpha increase in ipsi-lateral visual areas (Worden et al., 2000; Rihs et al., 2007) . Therefore, alpha activity seems to reflect the active inhibition of brain areas not involved in the current brain operations, and a decrease in alpha power would correspond to a release of inhibition and an enhanced excitability of the cortical regions processing the expected visual stimuli (for review, see Klimesch et al., 2007; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010) .
In the motor domain, the preparation of a movement is associated with reductions (also called desynchronisation) in the mu (around 10 Hz) and beta (around 20 Hz) rhythms, which are typically observed at central electrodes and are followed by a transient increase in beta power (for review, see Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999; Hari, 2006) . These mu and beta power reductions are proposed to index the pre-activation of motor areas and to reflect motor preparation mechanisms.
Finally, several scalp EEG studies report sustained fronto-central maximal contingent negative variation (CNV) event-related potentials (ERPs), reflecting both attentional and motor preparation for the imperative stimulus (for review, see Brunia & van Boxtel, 2001 ).
This research reveals that anticipation relies on several distinct preparatory mechanisms that can be measured with scalp EEG. The aim of the current study was to investigate, in both the time and frequency domains, the dynamics of the different anticipatory mechanisms in predictive vs. non-predictive contexts. We focused our work on a rarely addressed methodological issue, namely the distinction and relationships between (stimulus phase-locked) ERPs and (non-phase-locked) induced oscillatory activities. Using a sequence of predictive contextual cues (adopted from Fogelson et al., 2009) , we were able to identify and dissociate several brain responses and examine their functional significance in contextual cue encoding, predictive information extraction, and anticipation.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Fifteen right-handed volunteers (seven men; mean age 26.1 ± 1.2 years) participated in this experiment. Ten were recruited at the University of Tours, and five at the University of California, Berkeley. All subjects were right-handed and had normal or correctedto-normal vision. Inclusion criteria were no history of psychiatric disorders, no history of neurological disorder, and no substance abuse or dependence within the 6 months before the start of the study. Each participant gave written informed consent. This protocol was approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects for the University of California, Berkeley, and all subjects gave written informed consent.
Stimuli and tasks
Subjects sat in a chair in a sound-attenuated room, 110 cm in front of a 21-inch PC screen. The experimenters and computers delivering the visual stimuli and recording the EEG were located in a separate room. We used a paradigm designed to investigate visual context processing (adopted from Fogelson et al., 2009) . Stimuli were presented centrally on a computer screen and subtended 3°of visual angle (Fig. 1) . Stimuli consisted of 15% of targets (downward-facing triangle) and 85% of equal amounts of three types of standards: triangles facing left, upward, or right. A target could be a random target (randT) preceded by a non-informative context (random sequence of stimuli) or a predicted target (predT) preceded by an informative context, i.e. a three-stimulus predictive sequence (leftward-, upward-and rightwardfacing triangles). Triangles of the predictive sequence are labeled as predS1, predS2 and predS3 stimuli, whereas the corresponding triangles outside the predictive sequence are labeled as randS1, randS2 and randS3, for leftward-, upward-and rightward-facing triangles, respectively. We refer to the predS3 stimulus as the decisive stimulus.
In each block (approximately 2.3 min long), a total of 127 stimuli (11 randT, 28 randS1, 28 randS3, 28 randS2, 8 predT, 8 predS1, 8 predS2, and 8 predS3) were presented each for 150 ms with an interstimulus interval of 1 s. Each session consisted of 15 blocks, leading to a total of 165 randT, 420 randS1, 420 randS3, 420 randS2, 120 predT, 120 predS1, 120 pred2, and 120 predS3, for each participant.
Subjects performed a brief training session to ensure they were able to detect the target accurately. Subjects were then introduced to the predictive sequence before the recordings began and were aware that it would be 100% predictive of a target, but that targets would also appear randomly throughout the block. Participants were instructed to press a button with the right-hand index finger in response to target stimuli (downward-facing triangles) and to look for the predictive sequence. Subjects were asked to centrally fixate throughout the recording. The stimulus presentation and response recordings were controlled using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA).
Electroencephalography recording
The EEG was recorded from 64 electrodes using identical ActiveTwo systems in Berkeley and Tours (Biosemi, The Netherlands). Vertical eye movements were monitored using electrodes placed above and below the left eye. The signal was recorded with a sampling frequency of 512 Hz and filtered at 0-104 Hz. Data were referenced offline to the tip of the nose.
Electroencephalography data analysis
The EEG analyses were performed on standard and target visual stimuli embedded or not embedded in the predictive sequence. We excluded from further analysis: trials corresponding to standards after a target, standards before or after a button press, a randS2 standard preceded by a randS1 standard but not followed by a randS3 standard (as it is a potential predS2 standard), missed targets, and targets preceded by less than three standards. Trials contaminated with eye movements, eye blinks or excessive muscular activity in the ()700; 700 ms) time-window relative to stimulus onset were also excluded. In three subjects, an excessive number of trials were contaminated by a blink-related ocular activity. Independent component analysis is a technique that provides a spatial filter that captures these blink artifacts in a limited number of independent components (1 or 2). Once identified, these independent components were selectively removed during the inverse independent component analysis transformation to clean the data. In six subjects, the flat or excessively noisy signals at one or two electrodes were replaced by their values interpolated from the remaining electrodes using spherical spline interpolation (Perrin et al., 1989) .
As the number of trials for stimuli embedded in the predictive sequence was lower than for the other stimuli, we equalised the number of trials within each pair of to-be-compared stimuli by random selection, for each participant. On average across participants, we obtained 100 ± 13, 98 ± 14, 86 ± 11, and 99 ± 11 trials for randS1 ⁄ predS1, randS2 ⁄ predS2, randS3 ⁄ predS3 and randT ⁄ predT pairs, respectively, for each participant. Stimuli consisted of 15% of targets (downward-facing triangle) and 85% of equal amounts of three types of standard stimuli: triangles facing upward (randS2), left (randS1), and right (randS3). A random sequence of standards preceded non-predictable randTs, whereas a predictive sequence of three standards facing left, upward and right always preceded predictable targets (predT). Triangles of the predictive sequence are labeled as predS1, predS2 and predS3 stimuli. predS3 is the decisive stimulus 100% predicting a subsequent target.
Event-related potential analysis
We averaged single trials, locked to stimulus onset, separately for each of the eight stimulus categories (randS1, randS3, randS2, randT, predS1, predS2, predS3, predT) . The resulting ERPs were digitally band-pass filtered between 0.5 and 30 Hz to analyse slower components, or between 4 and 30 Hz to extract early and fast sensory responses by filtering out slow and large components (such as CNV and P3) that can overlap fast and small responses (see Supporting Information Fig. S1 ). For post-stimulus analysis, ERPs were corrected with a )100 to 0 ms baseline before stimulus onset. For pre-stimulus analysis, ERPs were not baseline corrected. ERP scalp topographies were computed using spherical spline interpolation (Perrin et al., 1987 (Perrin et al., , 1989 .
Time-frequency analysis
We analysed oscillatory activities by means of a wavelet decomposition that provides a good compromise between time and frequency resolutions. Each single trial signal was transformed in the timefrequency (TF) domain by convolution with complex Gaussian Morlet's wavelets with a ratio f : rf of 7 with f being the central frequency of the wavelet and rf its SD (for details, see Tallon-Baudry & Bertrand, 1999) . This leads to a wavelet duration of 202 or 101 ms, and to a spectral bandwidth of 3.1 or 6.3 Hz at 11 or 22 Hz, respectively. Thus, the time resolution of this method increases with frequency, whereas the frequency resolution decreases. The resulting TF powers were then averaged across trials. This method led to a power estimate of both evoked (phase-locked to stimulus onset) and induced (jittering in latency) activities in the TF domain.
To assess the deployment of oscillatory activities throughout the four-stimulus predictive sequence, we analysed the oscillation power on a large time-window ()500; 500 ms) around each stimulus onset, and we applied the same baseline correction to all stimuli by subtracting the mean power between )500 and )250 ms before randS1 (embedded or not embedded in the predictive sequence) onset (i.e. potential onset of a predictive sequence), in each frequency band.
To distinguish induced oscillatory activities from phase-locked evoked activities (reflecting the frequency content of ERPs), we computed, at each point of the TF domain, the stimulus phase-locking factor from the single-trial TF analysis (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996) . This factor ranges from 0 (uniform phase distribution, i.e. high-latency jitter) to 1 (strict phase-locking to the stimulus). The Rayleigh statistic was used to test for the non-uniformity of phase distribution (Jervis et al., 1983) . When the phase-locking factor was < 0.17, oscillations were considered to be non-phase-locked to the stimulus.
We focused our analysis on two well-documented frequency bands: alpha or mu (8-14 Hz) and beta (14-30 Hz).
Statistical analysis
To limit assumption on the data distribution, we used a statistical test based on randomisations (Edgington, 1995) . Each randomisation consisted of: (i) the random permutation of the 15 pairs (corresponding to the 15 subjects) of values, (ii) the sum of squared sums of values in the two obtained samples and (iii) the computation of the difference between these two statistic values. We performed 2^15 = 32 768 (maximum number of possible permutations) times such a randomisation to obtain an estimate of the distribution of this difference under the null hypothesis. We then compared the actual difference between the values in the two conditions of interest to this distribution.
For statistical analysis of EEG data and to limit assumptions on the location and latency of the effects, we performed randomisation tests for each of the 64 electrodes on several successive time-windows, and corrected for multiple tests. In the temporal dimension, we used a randomisation procedure (Blair & Karniski, 1993) to estimate the minimum number of consecutive time-windows that must be significant for the effect to be globally significant in the entire time-window of interest. For the spatial dimension, we considered as significant an effect visible at four or more adjacent electrodes.
The results of the randomisation tests are illustrated on topographical views at a typical latency (usually at the maximum of the difference between conditions). As examples, corresponding ERP time-courses or TF plots are depicted for a typical electrode showing a significant effect.
Statistical analysis of behavioral data
A button press within the interval of 100-1100 ms after a target onset was considered as a correct response, and a press at any other time was counted as a false alarm. Reaction times and accuracy were averaged for randTs and predTs, separately. The effect of predictability on these measures was assessed using a permutation test (see above).
Statistical analysis of event-related potentials and oscillatory activities
To investigate the effect of predictability on both ERPs and oscillatory activities, we compared responses to the same physical stimuli embedded (predictive stimuli) or not embedded (non-predictive) in the predictive sequence, i.e. we compared predS2 with randS2, predS3 with randS3, and predT with randT. No difference was predicted and none was observed between predS1 and randS1 as participants did not know at that time if the stimulus was part of the predictive sequence or not.
To analyse early and fast ERPs, we computed the permutation test on the 4-30 Hz band-pass-filtered ERP (pre-stimulus baseline-corrected) amplitude at every sample of the (0; 350 ms) time-window relative to stimulus onset. To analyse post-stimulus slow ERPs, we computed the permutation test on the 0.5-30 Hz band-pass-filtered ERP (pre-stimulus baseline-corrected) mean amplitude in successive 20 ms time-windows of the (200; 600 ms) total analysis window. To analyse pre-stimulus slow ERPs, we computed the permutation test on the 0.5-30 Hz band-pass-filtered ERP (not baseline-corrected) mean amplitude in successive 20 ms time-windows of the ()500; 0 ms) total analysis window.
For oscillatory activities, to reduce the effect of intersubject variability in frequency and latency, as well as the number of statistical comparisons, the permutation test was applied to mean TF energy values within smoothing TF windows regularly shifted by 50 ms to cover the entire analysis time-window ()500; 500 ms). According to the principle of wavelet analysis, the size of the smoothing TF windows differed with the frequency band of interest, varying from long duration and narrow bandwidth in the alpha range to shorter duration and larger bandwidth in the beta range. We used 200 ms · 6 Hz (8-14 Hz) and 100 ms · 16 Hz (14-30 Hz) TF windows to compare the mean power of alpha and beta band oscillations, respectively.
Specific statistical analysis of the P3 event-related potential to targets
For the P3 ERP to targets, we extracted the latency and amplitude of the P3 maximum peak in the (300; 550 ms) time-window, and computed the permutation test on these values.
All signal and statistics analyses were performed with ELAN-Pack software developed at the Lyon Neuroscience Research Center, in France (Aguera et al., 2011) (http: ⁄ ⁄ elan.lyon.inserm.fr ⁄ ).
Results
Behavioral results
Participants performed the task well with mean accuracies of 99.0 ± 1.2% and 99.4 ± 0.7% to randTs and predTs, respectively, and few false alarms (2.9 ± 1.7). The reaction times to the predTs (mean reaction time, 376 ± 47 ms) were shorter than those to the randTs (mean reaction time, 458 ± 62 ms; P < 0.0001).
Event-related potential results
predS2 stimulus
The only significant difference between the predS2 predictive stimulus and its non-predictive analog (randS2) was found between 380 and 460 ms at multiple fronto-central electrodes (P < 0.01). This effect corresponds to an enhancement of the P3 ERP to standard stimuli when the stimulus had a predictive value (Fig. 2) .
predS3 decisive stimulus
Early visual ERPs to the predS3 predictive and decisive stimulus, in comparison to its non-predictive analog (randS3), were significantly enhanced between 130 and 160 ms (N1 latency) and between 190 and 220 ms (P2 latency) at occipital electrodes (P < 0.01; Fig. 3 ). The P3 ERP to the predS3 predictive stimulus was also enhanced between 280 and 500 ms at parieto-central electrodes (P < 0.001; Fig. 2 ).
Predicted target
The CNV ERP before the predT significantly increased in comparison to the randT, between )150 and 0 ms before target onset, at central electrodes (P < 0.01; Fig. 4) . The fronto-central components of the P2 and N2 ERPs observed in response to targets were reduced to the predT, between 200 and 250 ms and between 290 and 330 ms, respectively, at fronto-central electrodes (P < 0.01; Fig. 5 ). The P2 amplitude was also significantly reduced at occipital electrodes, but no significant effect was found on the early visual ERPs before 200 ms. The P3 ERP to the predT was earlier in latency (P < 0.01) and larger in amplitude (P < 0.05) in response to the predT (Fig. 2) .
Time-frequency results
The TF analysis isolated two oscillatory phenomena in response to all stimuli, one at occipital electrodes indexing visual processing, and one at left central electrodes reflecting the activation of the motor cortex contra-lateral to the hand pressing the button.
At occipital electrodes (see Fig. 6 for randS3), an increase in alpha power was observed before stimulus onset, followed by a decrease in alpha power peaking at around 400 ms after stimulus onset. At the same time, a decrease in beta power, initiated before stimulus onset and peaking at around 200 ms after stimulus onset, was also prominent at occipital electrodes. Analysis of the phase-locking factor showed that the increase in phase-locking is only visible after stimulus onset in the alpha and beta bands, superimposed on power decreases in the same frequency bands. This increase in phase-locking corresponds to the alpha and beta content of the early visual ERPs at these same electrodes.
At left central electrodes, a decrease in beta power was initiated before stimulus onset and peak at around 200 ms after stimulus onset (see Fig. 7 for randS3) . Moreover, in response to targets, the decrease In response to the decisive predS3 stimulus, a pre-stimulus larger beta decrease (1) comes with a smaller alpha increase (2), at the parieto-occipital electrodes. in beta power was followed by a decrease in mu power around motor execution, and a beta increase (or rebound) after the movement (see Fig. 7 for randT) . Analysis of the phase-locking factor showed that the increase in phase-locking is only visible after stimulus onset in the alpha band, superimposed on power decreases in the same frequency band. This increase in phase-locking corresponds to the alpha content of the fronto-central ERPs at these same electrodes.
Increases in alpha or beta power were not accompanied by simultaneous increases in phase-locking, indicating that the observed oscillatory phenomena are rather induced and non-phase-locked to the stimulus.
predS2 stimulus
We did not find any significant difference in oscillatory activities between the predS2 predictive stimulus and its non-predictive analog.
predS3 decisive stimulus
Beta power was significantly reduced to the predS3 predictive stimulus between 200 ms pre-stimulus and stimulus onset at parietooccipital electrodes (P < 0.01; Fig. 6 ). Alpha power was reduced to the predS3 predictive stimulus between 350 ms pre-stimulus and 450 ms post-stimulus at left parieto-occipital electrodes (P < 0.01; Fig. 6 ). This alpha effect corresponded to a reduced increase in alpha power before the predS3 stimulus in comparison to its non-predictive analog. These occipital effects were followed by a larger beta decrease to the predS3 stimulus between 200 and 400 ms at left central electrodes (P < 0.01; Fig. 7 ).
Predicted target
Mu power was significantly reduced to the predT between 50 ms prestimulus and 500 ms post-stimulus at left central electrodes (P < 0.001; Fig. 7) . It is noteworthy that we did not observe any significant pre-stimulus alpha decrease at occipital electrodes before the predT. No significant effect was observed in the beta band.
Discussion
We compared the brain activities generated in response to the same physical stimuli embedded in a predictive or a non-predictive sequence of contextual cues. Throughout the predictive sequence, contextual cues were successively encoded in order to extract predictive information and to facilitate the recruitment of anticipatory ⁄ preparatory mechanisms at different times. First, after the two earliest stimuli of the sequence, the participants anticipated the potential occurrence of a decisive cue (predS3) that fully predicted a subsequent target, but did not require a motor response. Second, after seeing all three stimuli of the predictive sequence (i.e. after the decisive stimulus), the participants could fully predict that the next stimulus would be a target, and prepared the required motor response. We observed modulation of transient phase-locked ERPs, sustained ERPs, and induced oscillations, throughout this predictive sequence. These results demonstrate that predictive context optimises target processing and speeds up target detection via the selective deployment over time of attentional and motor preparatory mechanisms activated after the extraction of predictive information.
Extraction of predictive information
We found that the P3 amplitude increased progressively throughout the predictive sequence. This is in agreement with previous findings showing that the P3 amplitude increases as a function of task relevance and confidence (Sawaki & Katayama, 2006; Fogelson et al., 2009) and with a role of the P3 in context-updating (Donchin & Coles, 1988) . The P3 amplitude enhancement with increasing predictability supports the notion that the predictive information has been extracted from the stimulus train, and that working memory has been updated accordingly. Thus, the P3 amplitude functions as a predictability index.
Anticipation of the decisive stimulus not requiring a motor response
Before the decisive predS3 standard stimulus, we observed a relative decrease in occipital alpha power in comparison to its non-predictive analog. As we observed in response to standard stimuli, an alpha decrease at occipital electrodes is usually observed after a visual stimulus onset, and is followed by an alpha increase (e.g. Woertz et al., 2004; Mazaheri & Picton, 2005) . These phenomena correspond to the event-related synchronisation and desynchronisation described in the alpha band (for reviews, see Klimesch et al., 2007; Palva & Palva, 2007) . This pattern of activation is thought to reflect an enhanced cortical excitability (induced by a release of inhibition) in response to the stimulus, followed by an increase in cortical inhibition after completion of stimulus processing (Klimesch et al., 2007) . Several studies report that, when a visual target can be anticipated, the occipital alpha power starts decreasing before stimulus onset (e.g. Worden et al., 2000; Sauseng et al., 2005; Rihs et al., 2007) . The functional role of the pre-stimulus occipital alpha decrease in attentional preparation has been assessed in a few studies showing, on a trial-by-trial basis, that the reaction time to a predT decreased as a function of the pre-target alpha decrease (Thut et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2009) . In the present experiment, the occipital alpha decrease, dissociated from the need for a motor response, is felt to reflect the attention-dependent preparatory activity (enhanced excitability) of the visual areas involved in processing the upcoming stimulus (predS3) that needs to be identified to fully predict a subsequent stimulus (predT). This result supports the notion that attentional preparation mechanisms, manifested by alpha decreases, can be activated in anticipation of the non-target stimulus, even when no motor response is required. It is noteworthy that, in the present study, the pre-stimulus alpha decrease is followed by an enhancement of the post-stimulus N1 and P2 ERPs (Basar & Stampfer, 1985; Rahn & Basar, 1993a,b) , i.e. by a facilitated sensory processing of the decisive stimulus (Hillyard et al., 1998) .
Moreover, the beta power decrease was found to be larger at occipital electrodes before the decisive stimulus onset, and at left central electrodes at 200 ms after stimulus onset. A beta decrease at parieto-occipital electrodes has been reported in response to visual stimuli in several studies (Mazaheri & Picton, 2005; Deiber et al., 2007; Pesonen et al., 2007; Winterer et al., 2007; e.g. Dalal et al., 2009) , but its functional role remains unknown. The left central beta decrease most likely originates in motor cortices contra-lateral to the hand pressing the button and reflects motor preparation updating. In the present work, the bilateral occipital and left central beta decreases presented similar time-courses, arguing for a role of the beta oscillations in visuo-motor interactions. Unfortunately, the spatial smoothing inherent to scalp EEG signals did not permit the investigation of coupling in the beta band between the occipital and left central electrodes.
The anticipation of a decisive stimulus, which needs to be identified but does not require a motor response, appears to mainly rely on attentional preparation mechanisms. These mechanisms operate: (i) by enhancing pre-stimulus cortical excitability (alpha decrease) and facilitating post-stimulus processing (N1 ⁄ P2 enhancement) in visual areas and (ii) by increasing visuo-motor activations (beta decreases).
Anticipation of the predicted target requiring a motor response
A CNV response was enhanced before the predT, i.e. when the subject was certain about the motor response to generate. This pattern of activation indicates that the CNV is involved in several anticipatory processes (Brunia & van Boxtel, 2001) , such as motor preparation before the predT, in addition to attentional preparation. The bilateral central distribution of the CNV suggests a role of the CNV in motor planning rather than in programming the execution of the movement itself.
We observed a decrease in mu power at predT onset, at left central electrodes, reflecting motor cortex activation for execution of the button press (Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999) . Interestingly, the left central beta decrease, observed in response to all stimuli, was not larger for predTs than randTs supporting differential roles of mu and beta motor-related rhythms in motor preparation mechanisms. These results suggest that the mu decrease would reflect enhanced excitability of motor areas involved in executing the upcoming movement, whereas the beta reduction may be related to motor expectancy based on timing estimation and associated with visuomotor updating. Further studies would be necessary to better decipher the role of beta and mu rhythms in motor preparation.
It is noteworthy that we did not observe a pre-stimulus alpha decrease at occipital electrodes before the predT, as it is usually observed in cue paradigms (Worden et al., 2000; Sauseng et al., 2005; Thut et al., 2006; Rihs et al., 2007) . This discrepancy can be explained by the 100% predictability of the target in the present study, whereas the predictability was lower in previous research. In other words, as the subjects were sure about the identity of the upcoming target, minimal stimulus processing was required, and the visual cortices were not pre-activated. On the contrary, as the subjects were certain about the motor response to generate, motor preparation mechanisms were deployed.
Thus, anticipation of a 100% visual predictable target associated with a motor response does not require the deployment of attentional preparation in the visual cortices, but seems to rely only on motor preparation mechanisms: (i) motor planning (CNV increase), followed by (ii) activation of the motor cortices involved in movement execution (mu decrease).
Effect of anticipation mechanisms on target processing
Target predictability and anticipation reduced target-related P2 and N2 ERPs, consistent with evidence showing that the P2 is involved in stimulus processing and evaluation (Potts, 2004) and that the frontal N2 is sensitive to the degree of conflict between response alternatives (Van Veen & Carter, 2002) . In particular, as observed in our data, when a target and the associated response are more probable, the N2 amplitude is reduced (Gehring et al., 1992; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003; Fogelson et al., 2011) .
Target predictability shortened the P3 latency and increased the P3 amplitude to targets. A shortened P3 latency to the predT is consistent with previous literature (Duncan -Johnson, 1981; Duncan-Johnson & Donchin, 1982; Fogelson et al., 2009) and is ascribed to the shortened duration of stimulus evaluation processing (Kutas et al., 1977; Duncan-Johnson, 1981) . Our result of a larger P3 to the predT is in contradiction to previous work reporting similar P3 amplitudes to randTs and predTs (Fogelson et al., 2009) , or showing a P3 amplitude increase with decreasing predictability (Duncan- Johnson & Donchin, 1982; Suwazono et al., 2000) or increasing surprise (Sutton et al., 1965; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005; Mars et al., 2008) . However, our findings are in agreement with numerous studies that showed that the greater the decision confidence, the larger and earlier the P3 (Hillyard et al., 1971; Squires et al., 1975; Johnson, 1986; Picton, 1992) .
Thus, predictability induces the optimisation of target processing (i) by reducing stimulus evaluation and the degree of response conflict (P2 and N2 decreases) and (ii) by enhancing decision confidence (earlier and larger P3).
Conclusions
We demonstrated that predictive context optimises target processing (reduced P2 and N2, earlier and larger P3) and speeds up target detection via the deployment over time of independent attention and motor preparatory mechanisms activated after the extraction of predictive information. We showed that the encoding of contextual cues is achieved via post-stimulus sensory phase-locked ERPs and non-phase-locked alpha decrease in the visual cortices, and that the extraction and implementation of the predictive information from these cues is revealed in the P3 ERP. Importantly, we observed that, during the predictive sequence, anticipation successively recruited attentional and motor preparation mechanisms by selectively preactivating the cortical regions engaged in the processing required for the upcoming stimulus.
Prior to the occurrence of the decisive non-target stimulus to be identified, anticipation operated via attentional preparation mechanisms, indexed by enhanced excitability in the visual cortices before stimulus onset (alpha decreases), and resulting in facilitated stimulus processing after stimulus onset (enhanced N1 and P2). The deployment of these mechanisms was observed even when no motor response was required.
Conversely, the subsequent 100% predictable target event showed no deployment of attentional preparation in the visual cortices. Anticipation of this fully expected target requiring a motor response operated via motor preparation mechanisms by activating motor planning mechanisms before stimulus onset (enhanced CNV), and by enhancing excitability in the motor cortices before movement onset (mu decrease).
Thus, in a predictive context, as predictability increases, anticipation operates by distinct mechanisms -namely attentional preparation and motor preparation -each dependent on what has to be accomplished with the anticipated stimulus.
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